Founded in 2008 and used by 7-10 million people each month, SignUpGenius is the largest online sign up site. It's extremely reliable and secure because your trust and privacy are important to us. No spam. Period. We never sell or distribute your contact info to third parties. Your information is accessible by the administrator of the sign up only, and you will only receive emails from our site that are related to your sign ups.

My book fair volunteer effort was the pits … hundreds of emails with tons of overlap and random problems. Then I found you guys and my project has been rainbows and unicorns ever since. No more multi-day long email threads to discuss a two-hour time slot, no more toggling between emails, drives and Excel, no more dealing with people when I have a million other things to do!

Nancy Rountree
North Salt Lake, UT

Why Use SignUpGenius?

Easy
Create a sign up and send invites in minutes.

Convenient
Eliminate the hassle of reply-all emails or spreadsheets.

Powerful
Sign up 24/7 and receive text or email reminders.

Customizable
Choose from 600+ professionally designed templates.

Safe
Enjoy customizable privacy settings. No spam. Period.

Supported
Get award-winning support for fiercely loyal customers.

Join the 7-10 million people each month who useSignUpGenius!